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. PART - I
PHILOSOPHY - GENERAL

Paper - I
IFull Marks ; 100

Candidates are required to give their answers in their own words as far as practicable.
The figures in the margin indicate full marks.
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Group-A

Answer Question Nos. 1 & 2 compulsorily and any two from the rest within

300 words each.

1. Answer any five questions within two sentences each 5 x 2 = 10

a) How many Pramanas have been accepted by Carvaka philosophy and

what are they?



107

~ ~ <lS\5~~ ~q ~ ~ ~~~ ~~~ f<fs f<fs ?

b) Does Caruaka accept pahcabhuta ?

c) What is 'pramii' according to Nyaya philosophy?

"I\I~If"fR .~' f<fs ?

d) What is meant by the word 'auuabhicari?

'\5l<I\N,bl~' ~ \5f~ f<fs ?

e) Which Sannikarsa takes place in the perception of colour of a jar ?

f) Name the pairs of relata-related in the Samauaqa relation?

~ ~ >1~@tlf~ ~ ~ I

g) Name the different types of abhaua padarthas.

~ ~ ~ 9{lffl;~ ~ ~ I

h) Is there any beginning and end of Praqabhaua ?

i) What is 'Maya' according to Advaita Vedanta?

~ ~ ~ 'Offill f<fs ?
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j) What is paramarthik satta according to Advaita Vedanta?

~~~~~~f<Is?

2. Write notes on any two of the following within 100 words each: 2x5=10

b) Different kinds of laukik:a sannikarsa according to Nyaya

a) Dehatmauada according to Caruaka philosophy

c) Nature of the category of 'Samanua' according to vaisesikas

d) Functions of Maya.

~ ~I~<lc:ill

3. What are the arguments given by the Carvaka in favour of the view that

"Pratijakea 'alone can be regarded as Pramana" ? What difficulties do we have to

face, if we accept this view? 10 + 5
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4. Why does vaisesika system admit visesa as :a padartha ? Explain the

of visesa.

5. Explain the nature of Samavaua after vaisesikas. Distinguish

samavaya and samijoqa. How is Samauaua known according to vaisesikas ?

7+6+2

t<lt"l~~ ~ '5li"1lt~ ~ 9NT& ~9f '5lltC4lb"lI'~ I ~ -e ~~vm'>@ ~<:fi

6. Give an account of Sankara's exposition of the nature of Brahman? How does

he distinguish between Brahman and Isvara ? 10 + 5

Group - B

Answer Question Nos. 7 & 8 compulsorily and any two from the rest within

300 words each.
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7. Answer any five questions within two sentences each: 5x2=10

a) i) "Allideas are innate." Who said this?

ii) Who denied the existence of innate ideas?

b) What is matter according to Berkeley?

c) What are the different kinds of idea admitted by Descartes? Mention the

names.

d) What is the main doctrine of identity theory relating to mind-body?

e) What are the basic tenets of rationalism ?



8.
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f) Which philosophical school maintains that 'necessary propositions

always analytic' ?

g) What is salipcism ?

h) Howdoes Kant distinguish between a priori and a posteriori judgements?

i) Define substance after Spinoza.

FW'l1'8tlt<tS ~"1 <I5"Br ~ ~~~ ~ I

j) What is the fundamental difference between empiricism and rationalism?

Answer any two of the followingwithin 100 words each : 2 x 5 = 10

a) What is the notion of substance according to empiricism?



9. Explain and examine Berkeley's subjective idealism. 15
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b) Describe Descartes' theory of substance in brief.

.!MT ~ C't<pl&~ ~\5<lI'tf& ~~~9f '5lIC"1lb"ll ~ I

c) Discuss in brief Locke's representative realism.

d) Discuss in brief the basic tenets of empiricism as the theory of knowledge.

~ ~ '5l~~\5I<1IC't~ ~ ~ ~~~9f '5lIC"1lb"ll ~ I

10. Critically explain regularity theory of causation. 15

11. Explain and examine interactionism regarding the mind-body relation". 15

12. Explain and examine Hume's view of causation. 15


